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Welcome to the first issue of the IEFFC Fly Leaf for 
2009.  Having to fill the shoes of a long list of previous 
club presidents is a daunting task, but with guidance 
from some of them, the transition has been smooth.  I 
would like to personally thank Dwight Tipton for his 
work as last year’s president, and welcome the 2009 
Board of Directors: 
 
 Vice president  Jason Mulligan 
 Treasurer  Bob Harley 
 Secretary  Chet Allison 
 Director  Tom May (2009) 
 Director  Steven Dixon (2010) 
 Director  Mike Beasley (2011) 
 
For those of you that personally do not know me.  I am 
looking forward to getting to know you better as I serve 
my term this year.  I am very proud of the 
accomplishments of our club and its members and hope I 
can assist in the clubs continued growth and success.  
Being a native of Spokane, I have a great love and 
respect for the area.  I have been lucky enough to fish 
and hunt in our area for most of my life.  Now that I’m 
retired from being a Chemistry teacher for 31 years, I 
want to get out more.  I enjoy traveling to those 
destinations that I have not yet fished and expanding the 
list of people for sharing the experiences. 
 
The Christmas raffle was a great success this year and 
we have the raffle committee to thank.  Many hours of 
planning and work go into purchasing, gathering and  

 
setting up this annual event.  Please let the members of 
the committee know what a good job they did - Gordon 
Olson, Hugh Evans, Steve Aspinwall, Randy Shaber, 
Rick Ripley and the rest of the elf’s served us well. 
We have some great programs planned for the year but 
can always use some help.  If you have a program or 
suggestions, please contact our program director Jason 
Mulligan.  With the weather being as bad as it is we 
might need backups when speakers are unable to get 
here. 
 
With Mother Nature throwing storm after storm at us 
this year, it’s hard to find the desire to go fishing so if 
you are like me you have been at the tying bench getting 
ready for that break between storms.  If you need a fix of 
fishing right away, consider stopping by the local Silver 
Bow Fly Shop and checking out a video from the club’s 
video library.  Harry Calhoun has done a wonderful job 
of setting up the cabinet with great videos.  The copy of 
“Girls Gone Wild” is still missing - I think someone at 
the WSU table was the last to view it. 

 

GENERAL MEETING 
INLAND EMPIRE FLY FISHING CLUB 

MUKOGAWA FORT WRIGHT INSTITUTE 
COMMONS 

January 13, 2009 
Wet Fly Hour: 5:30 p.m. 

Dinner: 6:30 p.m. 

JANUARY PROGRAM 
By Jason Mulligan 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
By Jon Allen 

The program in January takes us to a place where those 
of you who have been fortunate enough to wet your lines, 
often consider your return. This river is arguably the 
geographic centerpiece of Montana. Join us as Neal 
Streaks gives us his rendition of why the Missouri river 
still deserves its crown. This program will take us all 
away, for an evening of escape from our current winter 
Hades. So put on your snow shoes, cross country skis, or 
ski jog behind Jon Allen’s car to shed some winter blues 
with Neal, as I’m sure his beloved Missouri river will be 
a great way for all of us snowed in fishermen to escape. 
Neal has also agreed to share only his crude and more 
rudimentary tying secrets with us at the tying table. 

 
In addition to the program, Andy Dunau will share with 
us a short briefing of the Spokane River Forum that is 
scheduled to meet on January 22nd and 23rd. 
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The Angler you intend to honor tonight is lucky to be here, 
and I don’t mean because he isn’t deserving.  I mean he’s 
lucky to be here.  I myself have seen him nearly eaten by 
bear,  Twice.  And drowned,  Several times.  Moose will 
chase him, and I’ve seen him nearly lose his arms while 
fishing Chernobyl ants in the rain.  He’s not been safe even 
in camp, for his camps are famous and often invaded.  Yes, 
he’s lucky to be here. 
 
He is good at putting things together, like size 22 imitations 
with 22” trout.  And making ingenious concoctions with an 
ice-cold glass.  He’s a master at placing feathers on hooks, 
flies in the bubble line and as good as they come at placing 
a boat on moving water.  In fact, when I think of the 
memorable fish I’ve caught and the unforgettable days that 
come with them, I realize they most often have had one 
thing in common.  If you find yourself on the water with 
The Angler, you’re lucky to be there.  
 
Almost 30 years ago, I first fished with him on the St. Joe 
River.  The St. Joe Lodge packed in our fishing group and 
while we fished up river from Spruce Tree to the pack 
camp, The Angler told me an adventure he had taken a 
number of years before on the river with his father and Art 
Salomon, who was a fishing mentor.  Some members may 
remember him as another great angler. 
 
The adventure was in the earlier 1970’s and a time when 
the road continued from the Spruce Tree Campground.  
You could still drive it-or were allowed to try anyway.  
They loaded classic fishing cars like a Lincoln Continental 
and Ford Thunderbird with aluminum prams and drove to 
their put-in at Heller Creek.  Several days and over 20 
portages later they ran out of food.  The decision was made 
to stash the boats and walk out the several miles to Spruce 
Tree Campground.  This was the first part of the trip. 
 
They came back the following week and thinking a closer 
route to the boats would be; drive to Needle Peak and walk 
down to the river from there, which is an elevation drop of 
2,500 feet and no designated trail.  They finally reached the 
river and were able to float to Spruce Tree.  If you fish the 
St. Joe, you can still see aluminum pram tracks on some of 
the rocks. 
 
Back to the first time I fished with The Angler; while the 
rest of our group fished with the standard fare of the day 
like Renegades, St. Joe Specials and traditional Adams, The 
Angler streamer fished with a Muddler Minnow.  He caught 
more and bigger fish than the rest of us, which was a 
forecast of the way our fishing relationship would continue 
to the present. 

I believe The Angler deserves this award for not just for his 
talents directly related to fishing but also for the style 
points he gets while doing it. 
 
Anyone who has seen his fishing campsites can confirm to 
this from the washing machine agitator used as a fire pit, to 
the martinis served in glass stemware, to the gourmet Dutch 
oven meals, to his fly tying bench on the picnic table. 
 
His contributions to the sport include the Scotch and water 
Thermos.  On warm summer fishing days the first thing he 
rigs up is a Thermos filled with ice, Scotch is poured half 
way to the rim and that becomes a cold Scotch and water to 
sip by time it starts getting hot out on the water. 
 
I was visiting him earlier this year, and he asked if I ever 
fished with furled leaders.  Then he showed me a jig he had 
made for constructing them, then he made me one leader 
out of a whole spool of tying thread, and I fish better with 
it. 
 
He is an outstanding drift boat host and Capitan.  In 
essence, a free guided trip if one is lucky enough to go 
along. 
 
Museum quality productions fill his fly boxes and it is a 
rare occurrence when he does not have the fly of the 
moment and is not able to out fish anyone in the vicinity 
 
It has been a very fortunate participation for me to share in 
his journey and evolution as a fly fisherman.  \ 
 
Leonard Gross -- 2008 Fly Fisherman of the Year. 

 
 
 

FLY FISHERMAN OF THE YEAR 
By Rick Green 
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George Potter became our most recent President Emeritus at the 
December ’08 meeting.  It is an appointment made for life to only one 
person at a time.  The individuals given this honor; Terry Bryant, Ed 
Wolfe, Mike Runje and now George Potter have made exceptional 
contributions to the Inland Empire Fly Fishing Club and fishing in our 
area. 

 
George was born 11/28/26 into a family headed by a Dad who 
was an avid fisherman and a Mom who didn’t fish much, but was 
an avid camper.  He doesn’t remember fishing with anything but 
a fly rod. 
 
George joined the IEFFC in 1966 and immediately immersed himself 
in the Club’s affairs, including uncounted projects ranging from 
general clean up of fish habitat to sparring with Fisheries Department 
personnel in ongoing efforts to get them to rehabilitate various lakes, 
impose selective gear regulations on lakes and streams, provide access 
to fishing areas and anything else necessary to enhance the sport of fly-
fishing. 
 
His ongoing work to make our sport better was recognized formally in 
1977 when George was named Fly Fisherman of the Year.  Not one to 
rest on his laurels, George has continued his involvement in Club 
projects right up to the present and shows no signs, at age 81, of 
slowing down even a little bit.  George heads the Club’s Projects 
Committee, and in the last year or so has worked tirelessly to see McDowell Lake treated with rotenone and then 
restocked with trout.  No one gave him a chance of being successful in getting Sprague Lake and its surrounding waters 
treated and restocked, thereby making it likely the lake will rebound to its former glory of the 80s, but George and his 
committee saw it through.  The entire Coeur d’Alene and St. Joe drainages are now designated catch-and-release.  And 
these are just his recent successes! 
 
Meanwhile, he fishes.  He fishes a lot.  Locally.  Canada, especially Whitetail, as well as some new water he’s discovered 
up in the Caribou region of British Columbia.  He’s made his share of junkets to saltwater.  Steelheading in the Clearwater 
and the Rhonde have been of interest at times.  But through it all George has remained true to his roots, valuing the take of 
cutthroats in gin clear water on small dry flies above all else.  Congratulations!!!! 
 

 
 
 
These new members were approved in November and will be given their member packets at the January meeting. 
 
Lee Funkhouser    Mark Potter    Bill Bennett, M.D. 
14912 E. Longfellow    1618 N. River Vista   1825 E. Westminster Lane 
Spokane Valley, WA, 99216   Spokane, WA, 99224   Spokane, WA, 99223 
509-251-3394     715-212-8003(home/cell)  509-448-4557 
509-464-2791     715-842-0436    509-838-7711 ext.321 
Pharmacist     Commodity Broker   Cardiologist 
lfunkhouser@comcast.net   mark@kdmtrading.com   No e-mail 
Spouse - Anita     Spouse - Nancy    Spouse - Ann 
 

PRESIDENT EMERITUS 
By Bob Bates with significant material extracted from 

the George Potter Bio by Dwight Tipton 

NEW MEMBERS 
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Prior to the election of the Officers and Directors listed on page 1, Hugh Evans presented the following. 
 
“In keeping with traditions of the club, I would like to be recognized for a motion.” 
 
“Mr. President, I present and proffer for the purposes of praise and approval, this promising pack of political pooh-bahs, 
who while proven to be past their prime, should be placed on a pedestal and by proclamation promptly promoted to posts 
of political prominence.” 
 
The motion was seconded and passed unanimously.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LEGACY COMMITTEE SALE 
By Dick Odell 

HISTORICAL COMMITTEE 
By Leon Buckles 

The Historical Committee needs volunteers 
for 2009 Projects.  Some plans in the works 
involve interviewing members and writing 
bios.  Research and collection of photos for 
the club Archives will be involved.  Please 
contact Chet Allison, Jason Mulligan or Leon 
Buckles if you would like to be part of the 
committee.  Past members of the committee, 
please reconfirm your desire to serve.  

The last installment of a thoughtful donation by Don Chinn to the 
IEFFC Legacy Committee, with the profits to benefit projects 
dedicated to youth, will be offered to members at the January 
meeting. This last sale will include books and fly tying material, at 
bargain prices.  Hundreds of new zip-lock bags of materials and 
miscellaneous items included.    
 
Everything left will be donated to the Spokane Fly Fishers in Don’s 
name.  It will be used in their classes. 
 
Veteran fly tiers and collectors can help by buying for a friend, or 
starting a child or grandchild in our sport.  Remember this is a large 
donation by 1989 president, 1992 Fly Fisherman of The Year and 
2003 Ed Wolfe Memorial Award recipient, our friend Don Chinn.  
If you can’t find anything you need or want, a donation to the 
Legacy Fund for youth activities, in Don Chinn’s name, would be 
welcomed. What a great way to help insure the future of fly fishing.  
Thanks in advance for everyone’s participation.  The Legacy 
Committee thanks Don Chinn for a wonderful donation to the 
IEFFC 

REMEMBER 
 

DUES ARE DUE 
 

Bring your $30 to 
the Meeting 

A MOTION 

REX GERLACH DIED 
By Bob Bates 

Rex Gerlach, a charter member of the Inland Empire Fly Fishing 
Club, passed away last year in October.  About 1962 he was editor 
with co-editor Fenton Roskelley of the first edition of the club’s fly 
pattern book Flies of the Northwest. In 1965 and 1970 he and 
Fenton edited two more editions of our pattern book.  Rex wrote 
several magazine articles and authored at least two books on fly 
fishing.  Rex was always willing to share his knowledge of fly 
fishing with other members.  He told me where to fish the 
Clearwater River, and it worked.  He also excelled as a fly tier, and 
had a commercial fly tying business for a while.  At one club event 
he tied a size 28 Royal Coachman in a little over five minutes, 
beating out Bob Bates and Everett Caryl.  Business took him to 
California, but he still kept in touch with several members. 
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If it hadn’t been for Trout Unlimited, more than a score of American rivers probably would be mediocre fishing streams 
where most of the adult trout would be “put and take” fish dumped into the rivers by fisheries agencies and access to most 
of the streams limited. Thanks to nationally known TU, the rivers now produce some of the best trout fishing in the United 
States. 
 
The remarkable stories about how TU, in cooperation with government agencies, landowners and private groups, the 
rivers, several of which are in the northwest, are “destination” streams and are fished every year by numerous Inland 
Northwest fly fishers. The stories of TU’s involvement in the restoration of the rivers is told in “Rivers of Restoration,” 
written by John Ross and published by Skyhorse Publishing, Inc. The photo-filled 12x10-inch book, listed at $50, is sub-
titled “Trout Unlimited’s First 50 years of Conservation.” 
 
Western rivers included in the remarkable book are the Bitterroot and Blackfoot in Montana, the Deschutes in Oregon, the 
South Fork of the Snake in Idaho, the South Platte in Colorado, the American Fork in Utah, Garcia in California and the 
Nushagak in Alaska. 
 
Nick Lyons says in the preface that TU, a national organization of 150,000 members, has been in the forefront of the 
battle to reverse the greed, avarice, ignorance and carelessness that nearly destroyed the fishing at streams that once 
produced phenomenal fishing.  
 
For example, the Big Blackfoot, a stream extolled in “A River Runs In It,” the movie about the fantastic fishing of the 
early 1900s, had become a mediocre fishing stream as the result of the release of mine tailings, cattle grazing, dumping of 
garbage and neglect, now is producing fishing that is attracting fly fishers from throughout the country. TU and partners 
reversed years of neglect by spending $5 million on projects that included improving the habitat along 37 tributary 
streams, the restoring of 2,500 acres of wetland-riparian acres and the protection of 70,000 acres of critical fish and 
wildlife habitat. Today the fishing can be terrific when there are massive hatches of stone flies, Pale Morning Duns, Green 
Drakes and caddisflies. 
 
The Bitterroot produces fantastic fishing during the insect hatches, particularly in March when the Squalas start hatching. 
The big stoneflies bring big cutthroat to the top and floating fly fishers can hook and release more than a score during a 
day’s drift. The amazing fishing, which attracts fly fishers from throughout the United States, wouldn’t be possible today 
if it were not for Trout Unlimited.  
 
The book’s author says that two Montana TU officers, Pat Graham and Laura Ziemer, were primarily responsible for 
assuring  plenty of water the keep the river from drying up during the summer months. The key to establishing water 
rights involved the 100-mile-long Painted Rocks Reservoir. Fish, Wildlife and Parks championed the fishery. The 
Department of Natural Resources said jobs are more important than fish. A study requested by TU documented that 
fishing added $600,000 a year to the economy of the Bitterroot valley. Ziemer, a lawyer-conservationist who once was 
climbing ranger for the North Cascades National Park and who was on a Mt. Everest team a few years ago, helped 
negotiate an agreement assuring adequate water rights for recreational fishing. The TU purchased 10,000 acre feet of the 
reservoir.  
 
TU and other groups raised $1.5 million dollars to make sure there will be adequate water to Bell Crossing to protect fish 
and wildlife habitat. 
 
Among the rivers that TU and partners have also have improved dramatically during the last 50 years are the Au Sable in 
Michigan, the Beaverkill and Willomoc in New York, the Clyde in Vermont, Cutthroats of the Basin in Nevada, streams 
in the Great Smoky Mountains of North Carolina and Tennessee, the Housatonic in Connecticut, the Guadalupe in Texas, 
the Kennebec in Maine, the Kickapoo in Wisconsin and the American Fork in Utah. 
 
Many other American rivers that now produce mediocre fishing will be saved by TU and other conservation organizations 
the next 50 years. TU members already have their eyes on rivers that need help. Meanwhile, serious fly fishers will 
treasure this remarkable book. 

RIVERS OF RESTORATION  
Review by Fenton Roskelley 
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OUTINGS 
By Chet Allison 

The year of 2009 looks to be a great year barring a financial 
collapse.  The outings committee is currently working on a 
fly fishing outing up north if all goes well.  It is hard to get a 
hold of anyone this time of year at their given fishing 
station.  I think they are all south playing golf or way south 
fly fishing.  If the outing comes together it should be 
fantastic for those who choose to go. 
 
As a reminder the last Saturday of Sept 2009 (Sept. 26th) 
will be the Bar B Q again.  As it sets now the place isn't 
picked although Amber and Sprague have been considered.  
We will need more than three fly casters to show up this 
year, so this is plenty of notice for you to make plans for the 
event.  Maybe it won't be your favorite place to fish, but 
think of the social connectivity and all the stories that can be 
shared.  Marc Martyn, Jim Brock and Chet Allison had a 
great time telling fishing place of times gone by while 
partaking of a fine Bar B Q feast.  
 
Again remember the Bar B Q is absolutely free for those 
that sign up and show up.  If you sign up and don't show it 
will cost you your portion not to exceed $10.  It is your club, 
and we need your support to continue these events. 
 
If you have a lake or stream that you think would be a good 
place to go make it known to the outings committee 
(Chairman Chet Allison 329-0118), and we can make it one 
of the outings. 

ANOTHER GREAT 
AUTHOR PASSES 

Fenton Roskelley received the shocking news 
that the author of The Creel: North Umpqua 
Edition died.  The book was reviewed last 
month. Bob Wethern was working on the South 
Umpqua book. 

 
 

Bob Wethern at home near Depoe Bay 

Don Chinn
1616 E 30 Ave #202 
Spokane, WA 99203 

Phone: Same 
 

Neal Beechinor 
Cell phone number: 389-8302 

No work phone number 
Occupation: Retired 

 
Mike Shaunessy 

Home phone number: 226-2660 
 

Stann Grater 
E-mail: stanngrater@hotmail.com 

 
 

Nice Bitterroot River fish 
 

Rick Green supplied a lot of nice pictures to go with the 
Fly Fisherman of the Year Article.  I had trouble picking the 

best. Ed. 

ROSTER CHANGES 



 
FLY OF THE MONTH 

 
 
 

Pheasant Tail Crawdad   January, 2009     Gene Lorenson 

Here we are on the threshold of another new year. It looks like it may be a rather grim one. 
Let's hope the fishing will be good enough to offset some of the bad things. A few days ago, I 
was contemplating the deteriorating economy, the dismal state of world affairs, my various 
aches and pains, and the fact that I was snowed in. Things seemed a bit bleak until I happened 
by my fly- tying desk. I noticed a nice pheasant tail feather lying there and it somehow 
reminded me of the preponderance of crawdads in almost all of our lakes and streams. So I sat 
down and tied up a new crawdad pattern that really looks good. I can hardly wait to try it. It's 
amazing how tying flies and dreaming about fishing can brighten up one's day. 

Hook: 10 — 6, 6x long 
Weight (Optional): Several turns of lead wire 
Thread: Fine brown or black mono 
Antenna: Dark stripped hackle quills 
Eyes: Barbell mono eyes 
Claws: Brown pheasant tail fibers 
Rib: Copper wire 
Shell: Pheasant tail fibers 
Body: Brownish-orange dubbing of your choice 

1. Pinch the barb and line the hook shank with thread. Tie in 
the hackle quill antennas and the eyes.  Put on weight if desired. 
2. Attach 2 bunches of brown pheasant tail fibers a bit 
behind the eyes, extending at a 45 degree angle from the hook 
shank to make the claws.  
3. Tie in the wire ribbing and another longer bunch of 
pheasant tail fibers that will form the shell back. Then dub 
a long, slim noodle of the dubbing material on the tying 
thread. I usually use a dubbing loop. 
4. Wind the dubbing up around the eyes, forming a head in 
front of the claws, then wrap a tapered body behind the 
claws back to the tail. Fold the shell back on top of the 
body. Take the wire ribbing and form the segments of the 
shell back. Secure with the tying thread and whip finish. 
Trim the excess shell back to form the tail above the hook 
eye. 
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FIRST CLASS MAIL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
CHARTER MEMBER and McKENZIE PLAQUE WINNER 
 

Dues are Due 
 

Bring your $30 to the meeting and give it to the 
Treasurer, 

Bob Harley 
 

If you can’t be at the meeting then make out a check to IEFFC 
And mail it to  

Treasurer, IEFFC 
PO Box 2926 

Spokane, WA 99220 
 

Also be sure to check your entry in the 2008 Roster, and send any corrections to the Treasurer, 
Steven Dixon or Bob Bates so the Roster is updated and changes published in The Fly Leaf 

 


